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Here we investigate the low temperature electron diffraction of self-assembled Magnetite nanoparticles, 

to observe microstructural changes near its Verwey Transition temperature (-1550C). We also consider 

micromagnetic changes near the Verwey Transition [1, 2]. This study is supported by TEM images of 

chemically synthesized Magnetite nanoparticles, each nanoparticle of 10 nm size (Fig.1.). Fig.1(a) 

shows room temperature TEM image, 1(b) and 1(c) show Lorentz images below the Verwey Transition 

temperature that shows ferromagnetic domain walls of each Magnetite nanoparticle. The presence of 

domain walls is confirmed by the contrast reversal between the two extremes of lens mode, that is, 

under-focused and over-focused. Fig.1(d) shows the domain wall of one nanoparticle in the overfocused 

lens mode. The electron diffraction ring pattern obtained from SAED of Magnetite just below its 

Verwey Transition temperature, was converted to line intensity signals in which integral intensities are 

plotted. This is followed by multi-peak fitting that shows splitting of the (440) peak of Magnetite due to 

the transition from the Cubic crystal structure to the Monoclinic structure  (Fig.2.).  

 

The remanent magnetization of Titanomagnetite under day to night temperature swings on Mars (200C 

to -1550C) has been used to explain the anomalous magnetic behavior of such minerals. This magnetic 

behavior is strongly linked with the geomagnetic field evolution of Mars and other planets, and further 

with potential lifeforms on Mars. It has been proposed that Titanomagnetite exsolution processes 

produce spinodally decomposed microstructures containing Magnetite (Fe3O4) and Ulvospinel (Fe2TiO4) 

as its constituent phases. Recent work has investigated the role of pressure and atmosphere on 

Titanomagnetite exsolution and remanent magnetization [3,4].  

 

With the low temperature electron diffraction studies, reported here, we show diffraction evidence for 

the crystal structure change of Magnetite below its Verwey Transition temperature. This structural 

transition in nanoparticles would correlate with magnetic property changes- from exhibiting no magnetic 

remanence at room temperature due superparamagnetism to be exhibiting a distinct magnetic signature 

in remanence as postulated for Magnetite on Mars. This transition in magnetism occurs at its magnetic 

isotropic point which is ~130 K, slightly above the Verwey Transition temperature [5]. This exhibition 

of remanence at such low temperature, owing to the reduction in crystal symmetry that increases the 

anisotropy, is speculated strongly to contribute to the remanent magnetization of Titanomagnetite.   
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Fig.1. TEM images of Magnetite nanoparticles at RT (1a) and Lorentz images of its domain walls 

obtained at Verwey Transition temperature (1b, 1c, 1d) as described above.  

 

  
Fig.2. Image J-processing of the SAED (top left) and ProcessDiffract pattern (centre), showing electron 

diffraction ring pattern transformed into diffraction peak pattern in which integral intensities are plotted. 

The inset (top right) is the multi peak fitting results from IgorPro showing splitting of Magnetite’s (440) 

peak, below its Verwey Transition. 
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